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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes an extension of the SWATR program as devel-
oped by FEDDES, KOWALIK and ZARADNY (1978). The program can be ap-
plied to problems dealing with the transient water flow in a hetero-
geneous soil root system. Input data in the model are: soil moisture 
retention and hydraulic conductivity relationships for upper and 
lower soil layer; depth of the root zone; critical values of the 
root extraction term; initial soil moisture profile; boundary condi-
tions at the soil surface of both potential transpiration and poten-
tial soil evaporation rate; as lower boundary condition the depth 
of the groundwater table is specified, i.e. the depth where the 
soil moisture pressure head is zero. Output data of the model include 
cumulative values of transpiration, of integrated water content over 
the soil profile, of upward/downward flows, of runoff, of moisture 
content and root extraction both as functions of depth and time. 
The program is able to handle maximally 25 nodal points, thus 
the soil profile is discretized in 25 constant depth increments. With 
shallow water tables, 1-2 m say, these depth increments are rather 
smal1. 
With deep water tables, however, increments become too large to 
allow accurate computation. In these situations variations in the 
hydrological conditions of the deep subsoils close to the watertable 
are generally small. Most of the moisture variations occur in the top 
soil i.e. in the root zone and in a restricted zone below it. There-
fore for most applications it will be sufficient to consider in the 
computations only the 2 to 3 meter top soil, say. This allows a den-
sily spaced nodal network, which will increase the accuracy of com-
putation. Moreover for those flow situations where it is not necessa-
various moments of time 
K0D(6) = 2: prescribed values of soil surface flux, maximum suction 
value at the surface and potential transpiration rate 
are calculated by SWATR from meteorological and external 
conditions as functions of time 
7. Water table as bottom boundary 
At the lower boundary of the considered soil profile the program 
expects the water table (i.e. the phreatic surface, where h = 0). The 
depth of the water table must be given for each day of computation. 
The distance between the nodal points is kept constant throughout 
the whole run of the program. The depth of the water table may vary 
with time. Because the time step is variable and the depth of the 
water table is given only at each day, the depth of the water table 
at times in between the days must be computed by interpolation. The 
nodal point just above the water table is computed (Nl). From the 
place of this point and the depth of the water table, the distance 
between nodal point Nl and the water table (SN1N) is computed (fig. 1). 
This distance is used in computing the suction in point Nl and the 
flux from the phreatic surface. 
b. E s t i m a t i o n o f t h e t i m e s t e p 
The flux q in the lowest part of the unsaturated zone (between 
Li 
nodal point Nl and the water table) is used for the calculation of 
the time step. According to Darcy's equation this flux is computed 
in two different ways (fig. 2): 
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where Nl = number of nodal point just above the water table 
SN1N = distance between nodal point Nl and water table (cm) 
K = conductivity (cm.day ) 
DXH = half of the distance between the nodal points (cm) 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the distribution of nodal points along the 
soil profile and the fluctuation of the water table depth 
S1(N1) = suction in nodal point Nl computed in before-last iteration 
Z = constant which can have two values: 
Z = 1 if the origin of the z-axis is at the soil surface 
Z = -1 if the origin of the z-axis is at the bottom of the 
system 
The program then checks which of the fluxes is the largest: the 
one just above the water table (qT) or the one in the top of the 
profile (qn). The time step is then calculated according to: 







= time step i+1 
= max {q , qT } at time i 
= constant between 0.015 and 0.035 
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Fig. 2. Definition of SNJN above the water table in order to calcu-
late the qT for two a 
above the water table 
cases. SN1N' is the height of point Nl 
III. MODIFIED PROGRAM SWATR 
a. S p e c i f i e d s u c t i o n a s b o t t o m b o u n d a -
r y c o n d i t i o n 
When the water table is deep it is desirable to have a possibili-
ty of using only a small part of the soil profile. The lower bounda-
ry then must be given as a specified suction. In this chapter the 
changes introduced in the original program to achieve this, are dis-
cussed. 
To tell the computer whether it has to deal with a specified suction 
or the water table as the lower boundary, the variable K0D(7) has 
been introduced with the following meaning: 
K0D(7) = 0: depth of water table is given (original problem), i.e. 
the depth where the suction is zero 
K0D(7) = 1: time varying suction is specified at a given depth (DIST) 
K0D(7) = 2: constant suction is specified at a given depth (DIST) 
In order to get the same nodal point distribution as in the original 
program, the computation of the distance between the nodal points 
(DX) is performed in a slightly different way. The reason for this 
change is to be able to compare in the nodal points results obtained 
with K0D(7) = 0, with those obtained using K0D(7) ^  0. 
K0D(7) = 0: DX = DSP/NM 
K0D(7) ^  0: DX = DIST/(NM-.5) 
where: DX = constant distance between nodal points (cm) 
DSP = depth of soil profile (cm) 
NM = number of nodal points 
DIST = depth at which suction is specified (cm) 
A disadvantage of this method for K0D(7) ^  0 is that the lowest nodal 
point represents only half a length DX (fig. 3). This has to be taken 
into account when computing the moisture content of the soil profile. 
Instead of the depth of the water table (DWT), the specified suction 
(GSUC) is read as an input. The values of GSUC are placed in an 
EQUIVALENCE-statement with the DWT-values, so the increase in memory 
use is minimal. 
In the case of K0D(7) ^  0, the value of Nl is set equal to the value 
of NM. Just as for the depth of root zone [DRZ, K0D(3) = 0] and for 
the depth of the water table [DWT, K0D(7) = 0], the suction must be 
specified for each day GSUC, [K0D(7) = 1]. In the same way as the 
variables DRZ and DWT the suction at a time Tl will be interpolated 
from the given values. The interpolated suction will be denoted 
GIVSUC. 
The variables SN1N and CFWT, which are not used when K0D(7) ^  0, are 


















Fig. 3. Distribution of nodal points when K0D(7) # 0. At the left 
hand side the distances are given, at the right hand side 
the length of the profile that each point represents 
The iteration procedure has not been changed except for one thing 
(••• fig. 4). The original procedure is: 
hl = 4 * (hNM-l + hNM + hNM-l + hNM } 
where h>TW is the suction in nodal point NM at time i. 
NM 
But htn.. and h„, are prescribed now, and denoted GIVSUC and OLDSUC 
NM NM r 
respectively, so the equation becomes 
Kl • 1 • (hNM-l + hNM-l + GIVSUC + ° L D S U C ) 
When computing the new suction after an iteration, the suction in 
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Fig. 4. Iteration procedure when K0D(7) f 0. Suction is prescribed 
in nodal point NM 
Because of the constant depth of point Nl and not using SN1N, the 
flux in the lowest part of the profile is computed as: 
q L = |k { S(NM) - S(NM-l) DX A\ 
with Z = ] (origin of the z-axis at the soil surface). 
If there is only a small difference in suction between two neigh-
bouring nodal points, it is possible that the flux, computed by 
SWATR, will be very small and the sign of it may become just opposite 
of the sign one may expect from the suction profile. This is due to 
the Z-term in the equation of Darcy: 
q = k . { 
If -1 ^ 
S(I) - S(I-l) 
DX 
S(I) - S(I-l) 
1} 
DX 
< 0 then the flux will be positive, although 
it miglit be expected from the suctions that the flux would be nega-
tive. So, with very small suction gradients in the lower part of the 
profile, the computer output may sometimes list under the heading 
'FLUX' very small numbers, which are practically of no importance. 
b. C o m p u t a t i o n o f s o i l e v a p o r a t i o n 
Cumulative soil evaporation may be derived from the water balance 
(fig. 5). 
RUNOFF 
••• top of vegetation 
••• soil surface 
bottom of soil profile 
Fig. 5. Water balance of a soil profile 
In the following water balance equation the terms from SWATR are 
used. These have the following meaning: 
PREC = precipitation (mm) 
FIN = interception (mm) 
RUNOFF = runoff (mm) ,, 
ESOIL = soil evaporation (cm) 
10 
TRANS = transpiration (cm) 
DELTA = amount of water coming from the zone below the 
computing zone (cm) 
AM = change in moisture content of the soil (cm) 
From the water balance (in = out + change in moisture content) 
we now get 
.1 x (PREC - FIN - RUNOFF) + DELTA = ESOIL + TRANS + AM 
'Now suppose the effective precipitation is INFIL = PREC - FIN then 
the water balance can be written as 
.1 x (INFIL - RUNOFF) + DELTA = ESOIL + TRANS + AM 
or 
ESOIL = .1 x (INFIL - RUNOFF) + DELTA - TRANS - AM 
Accumulated from time t_ to time t. the equation becomes 
CUMESOIL = .1 x (CUMINFIL - RUNOFFC) + SDELTA - CUMTRANS + 
VOL(tQ) - VOL(tj) 
where CUMESOIL = cumulative soil evaporation (cm) 
CUMINFIL = cumulative effective precipitation (mm) 
RUNOFFC = cumulative runoff (mm) 
SDELTA = amount of water coming from the zone below 
the bottom of the soil profile considered 
during the time interval t„ - t. (cm) 
CUMTRANS = cumulative transpiration (cm) 
V0L(t„) = moisture content of profile at time t_ (cm) 
VOL(t.) = moisture content of profile at time t. (cm) 
According to the last equation ESOIL is computed, and the result is 
given for every time a printout is requested. 
11 
IV. MODIFICATIONS IN INPUT DECK 
With regard to the original input of SWATR, (see FEDDES et al., 
1978), a few changes have to be introduced. The changes are in the 






























































































the meaning of KOD is described in sections 
H.a. and III.a. 
minimum value (LU = 100.6 . ) of water content 
£ - i l min 
of upper soil layer 
maximum value (MU =100.6 ) of water content 
Seit 
of upper soil layer) 
as LU, but for lower soil layer 
as MU, but for lower soil layer 
maximum number of nodal points under considera-
tion 
number of nodal point where the physical prop-
erties of the soil change (boundary between 
upper and lower layer) 
desired maximum number of iterations 
maximum number of daily outputs to be printed 
(see also group Z) 
see for description of the L's the cited 
reference 
roup B consists of 3 cards 




Group Columns Format Symbol Description 












see cited reference 
ii 
H 
Depth at which suction is given when K0D(7) ^  
0. If K0D(7) • 0 then DIST must be set equal 
to 0.00 
If K0D(7) = 0: see cited reference 

























prescribed suction at depth DIST on day 1 
as above, but for 2 
calculation, etc. 
nd ~rd 8 day of 
If K0D(7) - 2: then 
1-10 E10.4 GSUC(l) constant prescribed suction at depth DIST 
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PROGRAM SUATRCDATA,OUTPUT,TAPE8=DATA3 1 
C*****SIMULATION MODEL OF SOIL UATER DYNAMICS FOR LAYERED SOIL PROFILE 2 
C*****UITH FLUCTUATING UATER TABLE AND UATER UPTAKE BY ROOTS 3 
C*****THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED BY R.A.FEDDES.INSTITUTE FOR LAND AND 4 
C*****UATER MANAGEMENT RESEARCH,P.O.BOX 35,6708 AA UAGENINGEN, S 
C*****THE NETHERLANDSï P.3.KOUALIK,INSTITUTE OF HYDROTECNICS,TECHNICAL 6 
C*****UNIVERSITY,P.O.BOX 012,80-952 GDANSK,POLAND ; H.ZARADNY,INSTITUTE 7 
C*****OF HYDRO- ENGINEERING,POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,UL.CYSTERSOU 11, 8 
0*****80-953 GDANSK,POLAND-, 3.G.UESSELING, INSTITUTE FOR LAND AND UATER 9 
C*****MANAGEMENT RESEARCH, P.O.BOX 35,6700 AA UAGENINGEN. 10 
C ******************************************************************** 11 
C ************»»****VERSION MAY 1979******************************** 12 
C s***************************************************************** 13 
C THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM CONSISTS OF THE FIRST LETTERS OF S WORDS: 15 
C" ' *SOIL*,»UATER*,«ACTUAL*,»TRANSPIRATION*.*RATE*-I.E.-S-U-A-T-R- 16 
c 17 
C=====THE FOLLOWING VALUES MUST BE PRESCRIBED! 18 
C THE INITIAL CONDITION-VALUE OF THETACTHGN KODC53=03 19 
C K0DCS3M MUST BE SET 20 
C -SUCTIONCNEGATIVE VALUE OF PRESSURE HEADJ, 21 
c T H E BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CDAILY VALUES!s 22 
C AT THE BOTTOM-DEPTH OF UATER TABLE 23 
C AT THE SURFACE-AD TEH-TEMPERATURE OF AIRCDEGREES CELCIUS3 24 
C RH-RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF AIRCFRACTI0N3 25 
C U-UIND VELOCITY AT 2 M HEIGHTCM/S3 26 
C HNT-NET RADIATION FLUXCU/M**2 IF LC73=0,OTHER- 27 
C WISE IN CAL/CM**2/DAY IF LC73>03 28 
C CH-CROP HEIGHTCCM3 29 
C SC-SOIL COVERCFRACTION3 30 
C FLUX-PRECIPITATIONCMM/DAY} 31 
C FOR CASE A K0DC63=2 32 
C OR B3-EP-P0TENTIAL PLANT TRANSPIRATI0NCMM/DAY3 33 
C FLUX-SURFACE FLUX-tUP:SIGN-,DOUNsSIGN+HMN/DAYJ 34 
C SGL-CRITICAL VALUE OF SUCTION AT THE SURFACECCPU 3S 
C FOR CASE B K0DC63=1 36 
C OR C3-THETACCN**3/CM**33 IF KODC63=0 37 
C THE DEPTH OF ROOT ZONECCMD 38 
C 39 
C=====MAXIMALLY CAN BE USED: 40 
C 36S-VALUES OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONC1 YEAR!) 41 
C 88-VALUES OF PRESSURE HEAD AND CONDUCTIVITYCFOR EVERY LAYER3 42 
C 2S-N0DAL POINTS OF THE SOIL PROFILE 43 
C S2-0UTPUTS 44 
INTEGER PRZ,PT 46 
REAL INFILT,INFILTA 47 
DIMENSION K0DC7 3,IAC99 3,TEMC36S3,CHC36S3,RHC3653,UC36S3,HNTC36S3, 48 
1SCC365 3,FLUXC36S3,DUTC36S3,DP.ZC36S3,CUC803,CLC80 3,SUC803,UCSC36S3, 49 
2SL(:803,CHUC803,CHLC80 3,R1C2S3,R2C2S3,QKC2S3,UC2S3,W2C2S3,SC2S3. 50 
3S1C25 3,S2C25 3,SN1C253,SN2C2S3,XC253,EPC36S3,SGLC36S3,I8C69 3,KACS3, 51 
4HEDC20 3,TfU52 3,LC 103,IXCS2,25,53,TRAC364 3,KMC 123,GSUCC36S3, 52 
5INFILTC3653 53 
f-GUI VALENCE ICH, EP 3, CRH, SGL, UCS 3, C HNT, DRZ, TRA 3, C TEMC 13, CHLC 13 3, 54 
1CT|-M!:813,CHUC13 3,CTEMC16lt3,SUC13 3,CTEMf.2413,R1C13 3,CTEMC2663, SS 
2R2C13 3,C TEMC 2913,OKC13 3,CTEMC 3163,UC13 3,CTEMC 3413,U2C13 3,C UC13, 56 
3CLC133,CUC313,SLC133,CUC161J,CUC133,CUC2413,S1C133,CUC2661,S2C133, 57 
4CUC2913,SC133,CUC3163,SN1C133,CUC3413.SN2C133,CIAC13,IBC133,CIAC70 58 
S3,KMC13 3,CSC,DUT,GSUC3 S9 




COMMON/BONC/ DUT,SGL,EP,DRZ,FLUX,INFILT 64 




























































COMMON/FACT/ TEH.. Il 
COMMON/DECL/ HED,L 
DATA KA/18H1000»WC33 ,10H 10*V ,10H 180*PF , 10H 1000*Q ,10 
1H10000*QR /,L3,l..4,L5,L6,L7,L8,ITER.ITERM,ITIME/9*0/,GG,GG1,Z,ZZ, 
2TINIT, RUNOFF, VOL1, SDELTA/8*0.0/, END/4HEND /. RESTAR/4HREST/, L1/1» 1/ 
NER=0 
READC8,20 3 HED 
FORMATC20A4] 
IFtHF.DC 13.EO.END ] STOP 
==GENERAL INFORMATION: 
LIJ,MU,LL,ML-NUMBERS DESCRIBING LIMIT OF ARRAYCPRESSURE HEAD, 
CONDUCTIVITY] 
NPI-MAXinUM NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS 
NNL-NODAL POINT UHERE THE SOIL PROFILE IS LAYERED 
L2-MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTPUT 
IMAX-MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
FACFAC1-TIME CONSTANTS DEPENDING ON UNITS USED IN PROBLEM 
SWCU,SWCL-SATURATED UATER CONTENT OF UPPER AND LOUER LAYER 
AA-FACTORC0.7<AA>1.03 
RNAM,TB,TE-MAX. VALUE OF ROOTING DEPTH NON-ACTIVE ANDs 
BEGINNING AND END RNA OCCURS 
SMB,SML1,SMU1,SM2,SM3,A0,BO-VALUES DESCRIBING SINK TERM 
DT,STM,TM,USP,DS-STARTING TIME STEP AND VALUES DESCRIBING 
VARIATION OF TIME STEP FOR NEXT STAGES OF COMPUTATION 
STM-IT IS RECOMMENDED TO SET STM EQUAL TO 10*DT 
TM-OUTPUTS TIME STEP 
WSP-IT IS RECOMMENDED TO SET USP BETWEEN 0.015 AND 0.03S 
DS-ESTIMATED MAX. TIME STEP OF COMPUTATIONCDTMAX=TM*DS] 
DSP-DEPTH OF SOIL PROFILECDSP=DX*NM3 
EPS-MAXIMUM RELATIVE CHANGE IN THE VALUES OF SUCTION BETWEEN 
ANY TWO SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONSCFRACTION3 
--L-10 VALUES: LC13-FIRST DAY OF CALCULATIONtFROM BEGINNING OF YEAR] 
LC2J-LAST DAY OF CALCULATION 
LC33-NUMBER OF DAYS IN FEBRUARYC28 OR 29] 
LC4 3-DATE OF THE BEOINNING OF CALCULATION 
LCSJ-FIRST MONTH OF CALCULATION 
LC63-LAST MONTH OF CALCULATION 
I.C73-IF EQUALS 0-NET RADIATION IN U/M»*2! 
IF EQUALS 1-NET RADIATION IN CAL/CM**2/DAY 
LC33,Lf9],LC103-VALUES OF 0 OR 1 MUST BE SET 
THE MEANING OF 






THE ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAY KOD IS THE FOLLOWING: 
SUCTION MUST BE GIVEN AS A TABLE OF SCSUCTIONJ 
VERSUS MOISTURE CONTENT W,THE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVI-
TY AN AN ANALYTICAL FUNCTION OF S. 
SUCTION AS A FUNCTION OF MOISTURE CONTENT, 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF SUCTION. 
SUCTION AS A TABLE OF MOISTURE CONTENT, 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AS A TABLE OF MOISTURE 
CONTENT 
CALCULATION STARTS FROM T = 0, 
CALCULATION STARTS FROM T > 0. 
DEPTH OF ROOTZONE IS VARYING WITH TIME, 
DEPTH OF ROOTZONE IS CONSTANT WITH TIME. 
Z = 0 AT THE SOIL SURFACE, SO VERTICAL FLOW IS 
POSITIVE DOWNWARD, 
HORIZONTAL FLOWCNOT YET INCLUDED IN PROGRAM] 
Z = 0 AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SYSTEM, SO VERTICAL FLOW 
IS POSITIVE UPWARD CNOT YET INCLUDED IN PROGRAM] 
INITIAL VALUE IB GIVEN AS A VALUE OF MOISTURE 
CONTENT 
INITIAL. VALUE IS GIVEN AS A VALUE OF SUCTION. 
PRESCRIBED VALUE OF POTENTIAL TRANSPIRATION RATE 
AND WATER CONTENT AT THE SURFACE AT VARIOUS MOMENTS 
OF TIME 
















































































AT THE SURFACE AND POTENTIAL TRANSPIRATION RATE ALL 
AT VARIOUS M O M E N T S OF Tint:. 
PRESCRIBED VALUES OF SOIL-SURFACE FLUX, MAXIMUM SUC 
TION VALUE AT THE SURFACE AND POTENTIAL TRANSPIRAT 
ION ARE CALCULATED BY SWATR FROM METEOROLOGICAL AND 
EXTERNAL CONDITIONS AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. 
DEPTH OF UATER TABLE AS LOUER BOUNDARY CONDITION 
VARYING SUCTION AS LOUER BOUNDARY CONDITION 









READC 8,413SMB, 8MU1, S ML1, SM2, SM3,80 

























UACOC SU,SL,U,UCL,NM,S 13 
.EO. 
.NE. 
0 3 DX=DSP/NM 
0 3 DX = DIST/CNM ;:i 
•••-• COMPUTING MOISTURE CONTENT OF SOIL AND COORDINATES OF NODAL POINTS 









- IF KODC73 =1 THEN NODAI 
- DX. 
IFCKODC73 .NE. 03 V0L1 







VOL1 .5 * DX * UCNM3 
IFCKODC23.EQ.13 READC8,413 TINIT.GG,CTRC33,3=1,L23 
IFCKODC23.NE.13 TRC13=TM 
T=TINIT 
2Z = GG 
COMPUTE INITIAL SUCTION. 
IFCKODC73 .EO. 83GO TO 55 
IFCKODC73 .EO. 23G0 TO 53 
PT = T - L.C 1 3 + 1 
GIVSUC = GSUCCPT3 



































































S3 GIVSUC = GSUCC13 198 
SS THA=T+TRC13 199 










C — START OF TIME STEP. 210 




IFtT.LE.KY3 GO TO 640 21S 
IFtABSCTM-1.03.LT.1.E-6 .AND. KN.EO.13 ABC=AVTR 216 
IFCABSCTM-1.03.LT.1.E-6 .AND. KN.GT.13 TRACKN-13=AVTR 217 
IFCABSCTM-1.03.LT.1.E-63 GO TO 650 218 
TE2=T-DT 219 
IFCTE2.LT.KY3 YY1=GG 220 
IFCTE2.LT.KY3 TEE2=TE2 221 
IFCTE2.LT.KY3 GO TO 640 222 
AT=YY1+CGG-YY13*CKY-TEE2 3/CTE2-TEE23 223 
IFCKN.EO.13 ABC=10.0*CAT-TER13 224 




650 KN=KN+1 229 
640 L6=L6+1 230 
T1=T-0.S*DT 231 
300 IFCT1.LE.TB3 RNA=0.0 232 
IFCT1.GT.TB.AND.T1.LT.TE3 RNA=RNAM*CT1-3B3/CTE-TB3 233 
IFCT1.GE.TE3 RNA=RNAM 234 
OLDSUC = GIVSUC 235 
CALL BOCOCEPA,SGLA,FLUXA,DRZA,SN1N,CFUT,DX,N1,ID,L,KOD,T1, 236 
1GIVSUC.GSUC.N, INFILTA3 237 
IFCDRZA-RNA.LE.0.03 QM=0.0 238 
IFCDRZA-RNA.GT.0.03 QM=.1*EPA/CDRZA-RNA3 239 
SMM=BO*OM/CSM3-SM23 240 
PRZ=DRZA/DX+.501 241 




GO TO 100 246 
75 IFCSN1N.GE.DXH3 GO TO 80 247 
DX1=SN1N 248 
SN1N=0.0 249 
GO TO 90 250 
80 SN1N=SN1N-DXH 251 
DX1=DXH 252 
90 RR=DX/DX1 253 
IFCN.GE.N13 GO TO 106 254 
AGPF-CSCN3-SN1N3/CDX*CN1-N3+DX13 25S 
IFCAGPF.LT.0.03 AGPF=0.0 256 
3=N1+1 257 
110 3=3-1 258 
SN1C3-13=SN1N+CN1~3+1.0/RR+0.S3*DX*AGPF*AA 259 
IFC3.LE.N+13 GO TO 100 260 
SN2C33=SN1C3-13 261 


















IFCKODC73.NE.Q3GO TO 131 
KODC7 3=0 
DO 130 3=1,N2 
IFCL8..EQ.13 CO TO 140 
SN1C33=0.S*8!1*CS1C3M3t-S1C33 3~0.2S*Ari*CS2C3M3+S2C33 3 
GO TO 150 
SN1C33=.25*CS1C3+13+S1C3 3+SC33+SC3M3 3 
5N2C3+13=SN1C33 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 139 
KODC73 = 1 
DO 138 1=1,N2 
3 = 1 + 1 
IFCL8 .EO, 13 GO TO 13S 
A = S2CI3 
B = S2i::n 
C = S1CI3 
D = S1C33 
IFC 3 .EO. N3 B = OLDSUC 
IFC.3 -EO. N:I D = GIVSUC 
SN1CI3 = .5 » BU * CC + D3 














.EQ. SN 1C13 
SN2C33 
CONTINUE 
N3 = GIVSUC 
(A + B + C + D3 
SN 1 CI 3 
CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR 3=1. 
N=N1 
3=1 
IFCL8.EQ. 13 SG1=0.S*CSC13+S1C13 3 
IFCL8.NE. 13 SG1=BK*S1C1 3~.S*An*S2C13 
SG=.5*CSG1+SGLA3 
CALL CONC 3, C1, C?, SG1, SGL A, Cl), CL, SU, SL 3 
C2U=SORTCC1*C2 3 
CALL CONC 3, C1, C2, SN 1C3 3, SG, Cl), CL, SU, SL 3 
C2=C2U 
CALL DMCC 3,CH1,SG1,CHU,CHL,SU,SL3 
C=0.0 




IFC3.GT.PRZ3 GO TO 160 
ROOT EXTRACTION. 
CALL RERC 3, 02, 01, SG, 3N1C 33 , NNL.3 
IFCRNA.LE.DXH3 QKC33=0.S*CQ 1 fQ2*CDXH-RNA3/DXH3 
IFCRNA.GT.DXH.AND.RNA.LE.DX3 QKC3 3=Q1*CDX-RNA3/DX 
IFCL8.EG.0 3 GG=GG+QKC33*DX*DT 


























GO TO 180 





































































190 IFCFLUXI1.GT.0.1*FLUXA3 FLUXM=0,1*FLUXA 336 
740 RUNOFF=RUNOFF-tCFLUXA»10.0*FLUX!13«DT 331 
200 E=A»S1C23+C2.0-A3*S1C 13~2.0*Z*H1/CH1*C1+2.0»H1*FLUXI1/CI-I1-2.0*DT» 332 
1QKC13/CH1 333 
GO TO 218 334 
170 E=A*S1C23H4.0-B3*S1C 13M.0*C*SGLA-2.0*Z*H1*CC1-C23/CH<-2.*DT*QKC 1 335 
ID/CHI 336 
210 R1C13=A/B 337 
R2C13=~E/A 338 
C 339 
C --- CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR 1 < 3 < N. 340 
m=N-1 341 
DO 228 3=2,111 342 
CALL CONC:i,C1,C2,SN1C33,3N2C33,CU,CL,SU,SL3 343 
SN12=0.S*CSN1C33+SN2C333 344 






IFC3.BE.PRZ+1.0R.RNA.GT.DXL.:) GO TO 230 351 
C ROOT EXTRACTION. 352 
DXU=C3-13*DX 353 
DXM=C3-0.S3*DX 354 
CALL RERC3,Q1,Q2,SN1C33,GN2C33,NNL3 355 
IFC3.E0.PRZ:) Q1=Q1*CDRZA~DX*C3~0.S33/DXH 356 
IFCRNA.LE.DXU3 QKC33=0.S*CQ1+Q23 357 
IFCRNA.LE.DXH.AND.RNA.GT.DXU3 OKC3 3=0.S*CQ1+Q2*CDXM-RNA3/DXH3 358 
IFCRNA.GT.DXM.AND.RNA.LE.DXL3 QKC33=Q1*CDXL-RNA3/DX 359 
230 E=A*S1C3H3+C4.0~B3*S1C3 3+C*S1C3-13-2.0*Z*H1*CC1-C2 3/CH1~2.0 360 
1 *DT*QKC3 3/CH1 361 
R1C33=A/CB-C*R1C3~133 362 
R2C;i3 = CC»R1C3-13*R2C3-13-E3/A 363 
IFCL8.EQ.03 GG=GG»QKC33*DT*DX 364 
220 CONTINUE 365 
C 366 
C CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR 3=N. 367 
3=N 368 
IFCKODC7 3.EQ.0 3CALL C0NC3.C1,C2,SN1N,SN2CN3,CU,CL,SU,SL3 369 
IFCKODC7 3.NE.03CALL C0NC3,C1 >C2.GIVSUC,SN2CN3,CU,CL,SU,SL3 370 
IFCKODC73.EO.036O TO 235 371 
SN12=.S * CSN2CN3 + GIVSUC3 372 
GO TO 236 373 
235 IFCABSCDX1-DXH3.LT.1.E-63 SN12=0.S*CSN2CN3+SN1N3 374 
IFCABSCDX1-DXH3.GE.1.E-63 SN12=SN2CN3*C1.0-DX/CDX+2.0*DX133 375 




OK C. 3 3 =0.0 380 
DXM=CN-0,5 3*DX 381 
IFCKODC7 3 .EO. 0 3 DXL=DXN+DX1+SN1N 382 
IFCKODC73 .NE. 03 DXL = DXM 383 
IFCRNA.GT.DXL.OR.3.GE.PRZ+13 GO TO 240 384 
C ROOT EXTRACTION. 38S 
IFCKODC73.EO.03CALL RERC3,01,02,3N1N,SN2C33,NNL3 386 
IFCKODC7 3.NE.03CALL RFRC3,01, 02, GIUSLiC, SN2C33, NNL3 387 
DX1J=CN--13*DX 388 
IFCD.E0.PRZ3 Q1 = Q1*CDRZA-DX*CPRZ--0.533/DXH 389 
IFCRNA..LE.DXU3 OKC 33=0.S*CQ 1+02 3 390 
IFCRNA.LE.DXM.AND.RNA.GT.DXU3 QKr.3 3=0.S*CQ1+Q2*CDXH~RNA3/DXH3 391 
IFCRNA.GT.DXM.AND.RNA.LE.DXL3 QKC33=Q1*CDXL-RNA3/DX 392 
IFCL8.EQ.0.AND.KODC73.EO.03 GG=GG+QKC33*DT*DX 393 
IFCL8.EO.0.AND.KODC73.NE.03 GG=GG+QKC33*DT*DXH 394 


























- CALCULATION OF SC33. 
SC N 3 = C E-C*R1C N• 13 *R2C N-13 3/C B-C*R1C N~13 3 




IFC3.LT.23 GO TC) 250 
SC3-1 3=R IC3-1 3*CSC 33-R2C3 -1 3 3 
IFCSC 3-13.LT.0.6013 SC 3-43-0.001 
GO TO 710 
- DEVIATION. 
N2=N-1 
DO 260 3=1,N2 
DEV=ABSCSC3 3+SC3M3+S1C33+S1C3+13-4.0*SN1C33 3*0.2S 
IFCDEV.GT.1.8.AND.DEV.GT.EPS*SN1C333 GO TO 270 
CONTINUE 
ITER=0 
GO TO 280 
ITER=ITER+1 
IFCITER.LT.IMAX3 GO TO 290 
- COMPUTE RELATIVE DEVIATION AFTER LAST ITERATION ALLOWED. 
ITERM=ITERM+1 
i:TIME=ITIME+1 
IFCABSCSN1C333 .GE. 1.E-123 EPSM=DEV/SN1C33 
IFCABSCSN1C333.LT.1.E-123 EPSM=EPS 
GO TO 310 
- COMPUTE NEW SN1C33. 








GO TO 720 
IFCLPA.EO.L13 PRINT 330, EPS,ITIME,ITERM,3,EPSM,DEV,T 
IFCLPA.NE.L13 PRINT 730, EPS,ITIHE,ITERM,3,EPSM,DEV,T 
F0RMATC1H1,49H NUMBER OF IMAX NOT ENOUGH TO REACH ACCURACY EPS=,F5 
1.4,/, 
217H VALUE OF ITII1E=,I5,8H tTERM=,IS,15H NODE POINT 3=,I2," 
3EPSM=",F6.4,18H VALUE OF DEVC33 = ,E10.3,7H TIME=,F7.3/3 
FORMATÜ49H NUMBER OF IMAX NOT ENOUGH TO REACH ACCURACY EPS=F5.4/ 
117H VALUE OF ITIME=I5,8H ITERM=IS,15H NODE POINT 3=12,7H EPSM= 
2F6.4,18H VALUE OF DEVC33=E9.3,7H TIME=F7.3/3 
LPA=LPA+1 
NS=NH 
IFCNS.GT.NM .OR. KODC73 .NE.03 GO TO 400 





- COMPUTE MOISTURE CONTENT OF PROFILE. 
CALL UACOCSU,SL,U,UCL,NM,S3 
VOL2=0.0 





































































1 THEN NODAL POINT NU REPRESENTS ONLY HALF A LENGTH 
* DX * UCNM3 
• IF KODC73 
- DX. 
IFCKODC73 .NE. 0 3 V0I.2 = VOL 
• CHANGE IN MOISTURE CONTENT. 
DELTA=V0I...2 VOL 1 +GG-GG1 -FLUXM*DT 
V0L1=V0L2 
SDELTA=SDELTA+DELTA 
CUMINF=CUMINF + INFILTA * DT 
IFCT.LE.SSS3 GO TO 340 
IFf.L8.NE.03 GO TO 350 
• FLUX. 
IFC KODC 7 3. EG).0 3 FLOU=ABSC0.5*C1/DX1*C2.8*SN1N~SCN3-S1CN3+2.8»Z« 
1DX133 
IFCKODC73.NE.03FLOU=ABSCC2*CCSCN3-SCN-133/DX + Z33 
IFf.KODC63.EQ.03 FLUXM=C2U/DXH»f.SG1 ~SGLA+Z*DXH3 
IFf FLOU. LE. ABSCFLUXH 3 3 FLOU=ABSC FLUXM3 





IFf ST. GT. C CFUT*DS*TM 3 3 ST=CFUT*DS»TM 
IFU.3.EQ.13 SS=ST 
IFtCL3-L43.NE.13 GO TO 360 
DT1=DT1+STN 
STN=DT1 







IFC L4.EO.0.AND.DT1.LT.SS 3 
DT1=SS 
L4=0 
IFf ABStT~TMA3.GT. .001*DT3 
IFCL8.EO.13 GO TO 358 
T1 = T1 + .5 * DT. 
T1 = T 
L8=1 
RUN0FF=RUN0FF1 
GO TO 300 
OUTPUT. 
DO 390 1=1,N 
GO TO 370 
K=I/2 
IFCI.GT.2.AND.I.NE.2*K3 CALL CONtI,U2CI 3,U2CI-13,SC 13,St I-1 3, 
1 CU,CL,SU,SL3 
IFf I. EO. 1 3 CALL CONt I, U2C I 3 , C2 , SC I 3 , SG, Cl!, CL , SU, SL 3 
IFCI„EO.N.AND.KODC 7 3.EO.0 3 CALL CONtI,C1,U2CI 3,SN1N,St I 3,CU, 
1 CI..,SU,SL3 





CUMEPSO = V0LINIT-V0L2-6G+.1*CCUMINF-RUN0FF3 + SDELTA 
PRINT 410, T,GG,AVTR,LÓ,ITERM,RUNOFF,DELTA,SDELTA,UCL,CUMEPSO 
F0RMATC1H1,4HDAY=,F6.2,22H CUMULATIVE TRANS.=,F6.3,21H CM AVE 
1RAGE TRANS.=,FS.2,29H MM/DAY NUMBER OF TIME STEP=,I4,19H NUMBER 
2 OF ITER.=,14// 
38H RUN0FF=,F6.2,12H MM DELTA=,F6.2,8H SDELTA=,F6.2," CM THETA 
4 OF LOUER LAYER AT THE CONTACT WITH UPPER=",F5.4,12H CM*#3/CM**3, 
S//," CUMULATIVE SOIL EVAPORATION =",F7.2," CM"3 
PRINT 420 
420 F0RMATC//81H Z THETA CUM. UATER SUCTION 
1 FLUX ROOT EXTR./ 
278H CM VOL,. CM CM CM/ 
3DAY 1/DAY/3 
V=0.8 






































































IFCT.EQ.13 QQ=FLUXM 529 
IFCI.GE.N.AND.KODC7 3.E0.8 3 QQ=C 1*C CSN 1N -SN2CN13 3/CDX1+DXH3+Z3 530 
IFCÏ.GE.N.AND.KODC73.NE.03 QQ=C1*tCSCN3-SCN-133/DX + Z3 531 
IFCI.NE.1.AND.I.LT.N3 QQ=0.S*U2C I 3/DX*CSC 1 + 1 3~SC I•••• 1 )+2.0*Z*DX3 532 
IFCSCIT.LT.1.03 S2CI3M.0 533 
IFCRC I 3 -(3E- f .0 3 S2C I3=SCI 3 534 
PRINT 440, XCi:!,UCI3,V,SCi:),OQ,QKCI3 535 
IT=L1 536 
RETC=ALOG10CS2CÏ33 537 
IXCIT, 1. 13=Uf. 11*1000.•••0.5 538 
IXtIT, I,23=V*10.+0.5 539 
IXC IT,1,3 3=RETC*100.+0.5 540 
IXCIT.I,43=00*1800.+0.S 541 
IXCIT,I,S3=OKCI3*10000.+0.S 542 
430 CONTINUE 543 
440 FORMATC 2X, F5. 1, ÓX , F5.4, 8X, F7.3, 9X, E10.4, 4X, E10.3, 4X, E10.3 3 544 
PRINT 450, T,UCL,GG.RUNOFF,SUCU.SUCL 545 
450 FORMATC//81H SOIL 546 
1 MOISTURE CONTENT PROFILE,/ 547 
28H DAY=,FÓ.2,24H THETA AT THE CONTACT=,F5.4," CUM. TRANS.=" 548 
3,F5.2,10H RUN0FF=,F6.2,24H POROSITIES ARE UPPER=,F4.3, S49 
4" AND l_OUER = ",F4.3/3 5S0 
PRINT 460 551 
460 FORMATC111,11HDEPTH THETA,1X,3H0.0,7X,3H0.1,7X,3H0.2,7X,3H0.3,7X,3H 552 
+0.4, 7X, 3H0.5, 7X, 3I-I0.6, 7X, 3H0.7,7X, 3H0.8, 7X, 3H0.9, 7X, 3H1.03 553 
PRINT 470 554 
470 FORMATC1H,114H CM VOL. +****+****+****+****+****+****+****+*** 555 
1 *+****+**** + * »• •**+**** + ****+**** + ****+****+****+****+****+****+ 3 556 
H=SUr,U*100.0*0.5 557 
12-SUCL-x 100,. 0+0 „ 5 55ft 
DO 480 3=1,NM 559 
IY=UC33»100.0+0.5 560 
IFC3.GT.NNL3 11=12 561 
DO 490 1=1,11 562 
IFC IY .GT . I3 IACI3=1H- 563 
IFCIY .EQ. I3 IACI3=1H+ 564 
IFCIY.L .T . I3 IACI3MH 565 
490 CONTINUE 566 
NY=I1+1 567 
DO 500 I=NY,99 568 
IACI3=1H/ 569 
S00 CONTINUE 570 
PRINT 510, XC33,WC:J3,IA 571 
480 CONTINUE 572 
510 FORMATC 11-1,F5.1, 1X,F6.4,2H +,99A1. 1H+3 573 
PRINT 470 574 
PRINT 460 575 
ZZ=GG 576 
C 577 
C •-•-- READY? 578 




IFCKODC23.NE.13 TRCL13=TM 583 
TMA=T+TRCL13 584 
370 IFCL3-L4.EQ.0) GO TO 380 585 
TC=TMA~T 586 
IFCTC.LE:.5.01*ST3 GO TO 530 587 
IFCGT.GT.1.1*DT3 ST=1.1*DT . 588 
IFCST.LT.0.9*DT3 3T=0.9*DT 589 
DT1=ST 590 
GO TO 380 S91 








































GO TO 60 
AM=1.0 
BM=1.5 
GO TC) 60 
TRAtID-2 3=10.*tGG-TER13 
DO 570 KKK=1,S 
PRINT 580, KACKKK3 
PRINT 590, CXCa3,3=1,Nfl3 
T=TINIT 
DO 600 3=1,L2 
T=T+TRt:J3 
1.3=1 





FORMATC 1X, 14,2X,25153 
NM3 
ACTUAL TRANSPIRATION CIWDAY3/// 3 FORMATC1H1.39H 
PRINT 660 







I..A=LB + 1 
LB=10*LY~1 
IFtLY.GT.KX3 GO TO 690 
IFCLY.E0.KX3 L.B = ID-2 
IFtLY.E0.13 PRINT 700 
IFfLY.GT.13 PRINT 700 
LC=LB+1 




SUBROUTINE PARAMt ID, NM, DIST3 
REAL LAI,INFILT,INFILTA 
DIMENSION TEMC365 3,RI It 3653,Ut 3653,HNTt 3653,CHC 365 3,SCt 3653,FLUXt 36 
1S3,DUTt36S3,DR7.t36S3,CUt80 3,SUt80 3,CHUt80 3,CLt80 3,SLC80 3,CHLC803, 
2S1 f 25 3,Ut 25 3,SGL1365 3,IB C69 3,KMC 12 3,THETAC23,UCSt 365 3,EP1365 3,HEDt 




































































32a 3, LC 181, KODC 7 3 , LC 1C S 3, GSUCC 365 :), INFILTC 36S 3 660 
f-QUI VALENCE C CM,EP 3 , C RH, SGL, WCS 3,C SC,DUT, GSUC 3 , C HNT, DRZ 3 , C TEMC 1 3 , 661 
2CHI.. C 13 3,CTEMC813,CHUC 1 33,CTEMC1613,SUC 133,CTEMC316 3,UC13 3,CUC13, 662 
3CL.C 13 3,CUC813,SLC 133.. CUC 1613 ,CUC 1 3 3 , CUC241 3 , SIC 133 663 
COMMON/CONDU/ CSAT 1,CSAT2,SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3,SUB 1,SUB2,SUB3,SUC,SUD, 664 
1SLA1, SLA2. SLA3, SLB 1, SLB2, SLB3, SLC, SLD, CUA1, CUA2, CUA3, CUB 1, CUB2, 665 
2CUB3 , CUC , CUD, CLA 1, CLA2, CLA3 , CLB 1, CI...B2, CLB3 , CLC. CLD, KOD , NNL, IU1, 666 
3IW2,L6,SUCU,SUCL,LU,LL,MU,ML,PAC 667 
COMMON/BONC/ DUT,SGL,EP,DRZ,FLUX,INFILT 663 
COMMON/FACT/ TF.H,U 669 
COMMON/DFCL/ HED,L 670 
DATA KMC 13,KMC 33,KMC 53,KMC 7 3,KMC 83,KMC 10 3,KMC 12 3/7*31/,KMC 4 3,KMC 6 3 671 
1,KMC 93,KMC 113/4*30/,GAMMA/1«0.66713/,SEP/1*0.0/ 672 
KMC23 = L.C33 673 
C=-===BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 674 
C IF KODC63=0-PRESCRIBED THETA AT THE SURFACE 67S 
C IF KODC63=1-PRESCRIBED FLUX,SGL AND EP AT THE SURFACE 676 
C IF K(3DC6 3=2-BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE SURFACE IS ESTIMATED FROM 677 
C METEOROLOGICAL DATA: TEM,RH,U,HNT,CH AND FLUX 676 
C IF LC73=0-HNT IS GIVEN IN U/M**2,OTHERWISE IN CAL/CM**2/DAY 679 
PRINT 10, HED 681 
10 FORMATC1H1,20A4///3 682 
PRINT 30 683 
30 FORMATC 1H,31H BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE TOP/3 684 
IFCKODC6 3.EQ.13 READC8,6403 CFLUXCI 3,EPC13,SGLCI 3,1=1,ID 3 68S 
IFCKODC6 3.EO.2 3 READC8,6S0 3 CTEMCI 3,RHCt3,UCI 3,HNTCI 3,CHCI 3,SCCI 3, 686 
1FLUXCI3,I=1,ID3 687 
IF C KOD C 6 3.EO.03 READ f 8,20 3 C EP C13,UCS C13,1 = 1,ID 3 688 
20 FORMATC3F10.43 689 
640 FORHATC2CF10.3,F10.3,E10.4 3 3 690 
650 FORMATC7F10.33 691 
IFCKODC63.NE.23 GO TO 300 692 
PRINT 40 693 
40 FORMATC//7X,3HDAY,SX,5HTEMP.,4X,8HREL HUM.,4X,9HUIND VEL.,4X,9HNET 694 
1 RAD.,SX,11HCROP HEIGHT,4X, 18HS0IL COVER,4X,9HPRECIPIT./3 695 
DO 50 1=1,ID 696 
LC=LC13+1-1 697 
IFCLC73.NE.03 HNTCI3 = 0.48426*HNTCI 3 698 
TEMCI3=TEMCI3+273.1S 699 
PRINT 60, LC,TEMCI3,RHU3,Um,HNTCI3,CI ICI3,SCCI3,FLlJXCI3 700 
50 CONTINUE 701 
60 FORMATC 110 , 3X , F6 ,. 2 , 7X , F5 . 3 , 6X , F6 . 2 , 6X , F7 . 2 , 7X , F 7 . 2 , 9X , F 5 . 2 , 9X, F5.2 702 
13 703 
C 704 








IFCLC83.ECJ.03 READC8,4303 FGA,FGB,FGC,FGD,FGM,FMCH 713 
C 714 





IFCLC93.ECJ.03 READC.8,203 FLA,FLB,FLC 720 
C 721 
C FIA,FIB,FIC,FID,FMP,FMI-COEFFICIENTS OF INTERCEPTION CFINCPREC33- 722 



























IFCLf 183„EQ.03 READf.8,203 FIA, FIB . FIC, FID.FMP .• FUI 
PRINT 70 
F0RMATC//S8H THE FUNCTIONS OF GCCH3,LAI AND FINCPREC3/3 
—PRINTING OF THE GCCH3-FUNCTION 
PR INT 80, FGA , FGB , FMCH , FGC, FGD, FMCH, FGM 
FORMATC1ÓH GCCH3=E10.3,SH*CH**Fó.3,29H 
1FOR CH.GE.F7..2,3H CU/ 
216H GtCH3=E10.3,SH*CH**F6.3,29H FOR CH. 
3LT.F7.2,3H CM/ 
433H MAXIMUM VALUE OF G f CH3=E 18.3/3 
—PRINTING OF THE LAI-FUNCTION 
PRINT 188,FLA,FLB,FLC 
FORHATC14H LAI=F6.3,4H*8C+F6.3,7H*SC**2+F6.3,6H*SC**3/3 
— PRINTING OF THE FINCPREC .1 -FUNCTION 
PRINT 110, FIA,FIB,FIC,FID,FMP,FMI,FMP 
FORHATC23H FINCPREC3=SC*F6.3,8H*PREC**CFS.2,1H-F6.4,7H«CP 





==CALCULATION AND PRINTING OF THE VALUES- EUET-,-ES-,-EP -,-SEPLANT-, 
FLUX-,-SGL 
ESOIL-ES,-EPLANT=EF', -SEPLANT IS THE SUM OF THE EP-VALUES 
FLUX=PREC-ES-FIN 
FIN IS INTERCEPTION,SGL IS THF MINIMUM ALLOUED SUCTION AT 
THE SOIL SURFACE,EV IS THE SATURATED WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE,DL IS 
THE SLOPE OF SATURATION VAPOUR PRESSURE CURVE 
VPD IS THE VAPOUR PRESSURE DEFICIT OF AIR 
PRINT 120 
FDRMATC1H1//30X,S0HCALCULATION OF MAXIMUM POSSIBLE EVAPOTRANSPIRAT 
1ION///3 
PRINT 130 
F0RMATC//5SX,38HP0TENTIAL TRANSPIRATION RATE CMM/DAY3//3 
PRINT 140 
FORMATC 1H,32HDATE DAY EUET ESOIL EPLANT 0.0,7X,3H2.0,7X,3H4.0, 7X 
1,3H6.0,7X,3H8.0,6X,4H10,0,6X,4H12.0,6X,4H14.0,1X,7HSEPLANT,1X.5HFL 









DO 160 M=LF,LE 
I2=KMCM3 




EV= 1.3332*EXPCC 1.088719061*TEMC13-276.48839553/UED3 
DEL .= 13.731S0407KEV/C UED**23 
IFtCMC I 3 „GE .FMCH3 GCH=FGA*CHC I3**FGB 
IFCCHCI 3.LT.FMCH3 GCH=FCC*CHCI3**FGD 
IFCGCH.GT.FGM3 GCH=FGM 
L.AI=FL.A*SCt I 3+FLB*SCC 13**2+FLC»SCC I 3**3 
VPD=C 1.0~RHCI3 3*EV 

































































































E S = 0 . 0 3 5 2 * D E L * H N T R . I 3 * E X P C - 0 . 3 9 * L A I 3 / C D E L + G A M M A 3 
I F C E S . G T . E U E T 3 ES=EUET 
C H U 3 = E W E T - E S 
IFCFLUXCIJ.LE.FTIP3 FIN=SCCI3*FIA*FLUXTI3**CFIB-FIC*C 
1 FLUX CI J- F ID 3 3 
IFCFLUXC I 3 „GT.FNP 3 FIN-SCC I. 3 »FMI 
INFILTCI3 «FLUXC I3--FIN 
FLUXCI3 = IWFILTm-ES 
SEP=SEF+CHCI3 
IF C FLUX CI3.GT.0.0 3 SGL CI3=0.001 
IFC FLUXC I 3 . LE .0.03 SGI... CI 3=~4708.0*TEMC I 3*AL0GC RHC I 3 3 
II=CCHCI3*5.0+0.53 
DO 180 13=1,69 
I F C I I . I 3 T . I 3 3 IBCI33=>1H-
I F C H . E Q . I 3 3 IBCI3 3MH+ 
IFC I I . L T . 133 II3C 133 = 11-1 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 196, 3, N,NE,EUET,ES,CHCI3,Iß,SEP,FLUXCI3,SGLCI3,VPD 
F0RMATC1H,I2, 1 X , I 2 , IX, 13, 1X.F5 .2 , 1X.F5 .2 , 1X , F5 .2 , 3X, 1H+, 
1 69A1, 1H+, 1X..F6.2, 1X ,F6 .2 , 1X,E9„3, 1X,F5. 13 






GO TO 210 
IFCKODC63.EO.03 GO TO 220 
PRINT 230 
F0RMATC//2C7X,3HDAY,4X,6HEPLANT,6X,4HFLUX,7X,3HSGL3/:) 
DO 240 1=1,ID,2 
'DO 680 3=1,2 
L.C1C J3=LC 13 + 1-2+3 
IFCLC1C33.EO.LC233 GO TO 690 
CONTINUE 
3=3-1 
PRINT 250, CLC1CILJ,EPCI+IL~13,FLUXCI+IL-13,SGLCI+IL-13,IL=1,33 
CONTINUE 
FORMATC2CI10,3X,F7.3,3X,F7.2,1X,E9.3 3 3 
GO TO 218 
PRINT 270 
FORMATC//4C7X,3HDAY,4X,6HEPLANT,SX,SHTHETA3 3 
DO 280 1=1,ID,4 
DC) 290 3=1,4 
LC1C33=LC 13 + 1 -2+3 
IFCLC1C33.EQ.LC233 GO TO 310 
CONTINUE 
3=3-1 




"READING AND PRINTING THE BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE BOTTOM 
GO TOC315,808,9003,KODC73+1 
- DEPTH or" UATERTABLE IS GIVEN. 
PRINT 320 




































































RFAOC8.203 CDWTC13,1=1,ID3 858 
C 8S9 
DO 330 1=1,10,5 860 
DO 340 3=1.S 861 
LC1C33=LC13+1-2+3 862 
IFCLC1C33.EQ.LC233 GO TO 350 863 
340 CONTINUE 864 
3=3-1 365 
3S0 PRINT 90, CLC1CIL3,DUTCI + IL~13,IL=1,3:) 866 
330 CONTINUE 867 
GO TO 990 868 
C 869 
C SUCTION GIVEN AT DEPTH DIST. 870 
800 PRINT 810,DIST 871 
810 F0RMATC1H1,"B0UNDARY CONDITION AT BOTTOM. SUCTION IS GIVEN 872 
1AT DEPTH",F,7.2,///,SC7X,3HDAY,SX,7HSUCTION33 873 
READC8,4303CGSUCCn.I=1,ID3 874 
DO 860 1=1,ID,S 87S 
DO 840 3=1,S 376 
LC1C33 = L.C13 + 1 - 2 + 3 877 
IFCLC1C33 .EO. LC233 GO TO 850 878 
840 CONTINUE 879 
3 = 3 - 1 880 
850 PRINT 870,CLC1CIL3.GSUCCI+IL-13,IL=1,33 881 
860 CONTINUE 882 
870 FORMATC5CI10.F12.S33 883 
GO TO 990 884 
C 8B5 
C SUCTION CONSTANT AND GIVEN AT DEPTH DIST. 886 
900 READC8.4303GSUCC13 887 
PRINT 710.DIST.GSUCC13 888 
910 F0RMATC1H1,"BOUNDARY CONDITION AT BOTTOM.",//," SUCTION IS 889 
1C0NSTANT AT DEPTH",F10.4." UITH VALUE",F10.4," CM."3 890 
C 891 
C=====READING AND PRINTING THE DEPTH OF ROOTS 892 
C 893 
990 IFCKODC33.NE.03 GO TO 360 894 
READC8.203 CDRZCI 3,1=1,ID3 89S 
PRINT 380 896 
380 F0RMATC/24H TABLE OF DEPTH OF R00TS///SC7X,3HDAY.SX.SHDEPTH3 3 897 
C 898 
DO 390 1=1.ID,5 899 
DO 400 3=1,5 908 
LC1C33=LC13+1-2+3 901 
IFCLC1C33.EQ.LC233 GO TO 410 902 
400 CONTINUE 903 
3=3-1 904 
410 PRINT 90, CLC1CIL3.DRZCI+IL~13,IL=1.33 90S 
390 CONTINUE 906 
C 907 
360 IFCKODC3 3.EQ.13 READCS.203 DRZC13 908 
IFCKODC33.EQ.13 PRINT 678, DRZC 13 909 
670 F0RMATC//36H THE DEPTH OF ROOTS IS C0NSTANT-DRZ=F5.1,3H CM//3 910 
IFCKODC33.NE.13 GO TO 710 911 
DO 720 1=1.ID 912 
DRZCI3=DRZC13 913 
720 CONTINUE 914 
C 915 
C==:===READING AND PRINTING THE INITIAL CONDITION 916 
C 917 
710 PRINT 370 918 
370 F0RMATC/87H INITIAL CONDITIONf. IF KODC53=1-SUCTION CCM3 ;IF K0DCS3= 919 
10-UATER CONTENT IS PRESCRIBED /3 920 
PRINT 420, KODC53 921 
420 FORMATC//13H KODC53=I1/3 922 
IFCKODC53.EO.13 READC8.4303 CS1CI3,1=1 ,NM3 923 
IFCKODr5J.EO.0J RËADCS.20J CUCIJ,1 = 1,NM J ?',.-4 
430 FORMATC8E10.4J 925 
IFCK0DCSJ.EQ.1J PRINT 430, CS1CIJ,1=1,NMJ 926 
IFCKODC5J.EQ.0J PRINT 20, CUCIJ,1=1,NMJ 927 
C 928 
C=====READING AND PRINTING THE HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS OF SOILS 929 
C 930 
PRINT 440 931 
440 F0RKATC/26H PARAMETERS OF UPPER LAYER/J 932 
4S0 F0RMATC/26H PARAMETERS OF LOUER LAYER/J 933 
460 F0RMATC2C43H THETA SUCTION CONDUCTIV. DIF.U.CAP.J/J 934 
470 F0RMATC2C31H THETA SUCTION DIF.U.CAP.J/J 935 
480 FORMATC2C2X,F5.3,2C2X,E10.4JJJ 936 
498 FORMATC2C2X,F5.3,3C2X,E10.4JJJ 937 
IFCK0DC1J.E0.1J 00 TO S00 938 
READC8.430J CSUCIJ,1=1,IU1J 939 
READC8,430J CSLCIJ,1 = 1,IU2J 940 
DO S10 1=1,IU1 941 
IFCI.E0.1J CHUCIJ=0.01/CSUCI+1J-SUCIJJ 942 
IFCI.GT.1.AND.I.LT.IU1J CHUCIJ=0.00S/CSUC1+1J-SUCI JJ+0.5* 943 
1 CHUC1-1J 944 
I F C I . E Q . i g i . A N D . . 0 1 * C I + L U - 1J.GE.SUCUJ CHUC I J=0.01/CSUC I J - 945 
1 SUCI-1JJ 946 
IFCI .EQ. IU1.AND..01*CI+LU-1J.LT.SUCUJ CHUCIJ=0.S*CC.01* 947 
1 CI+LU-1J-SUCUJ/SUUJ+CHUCI-1JJ 948 
S10 CONTINUE 949 
C 9S0 
DO 520 1=1,IU2 951 
IFCI.EO.U CHLCIJ=0.01/CSLU + 1J-SLCIJJ 952 
IFCI.GT.1.AND.I.LT.IU2J CHLCIJ=0.005/CSLC1+1J-SLCI JJ+0.5* 953 
1 CHLC1-1J 954 
IFCI.EQ.IU2.AND..91*CI+LL~1J.GE.SUCLJ CHLCIJ=0.01/CSLCIJ- 955 
1 SLCI-1JJ 956 
IFCI.EQ.IW2.AND..01*CI+LL-1J.LT.SUCLJ CHLCIJ=0.S*C(. .01* 957 
1 CI+LL-1J--SUCLJ/SLCIJ+CHLCI-1JJ 958 
520 CONTINUE 9S9 
C 960 
IFCK0DC1J.EQ.2J READC8,430J CCUCIJ,1=1,IU1J 961 
IFCK0DC1J.E0.2J READC8,430J CCLCIJ,1 = 1,IW2J 962 
THETAC1J=CLU-2J*0.01 963 
THETAC2J=THETAC1J+0.01 964 
IFCK0DC1J.E0.2J PRINT 460 965 
IFCKODC1J.EO.0J PRINT 470 966 
C 967 
DO 530 1 = 1,1111,2 968 
DO 540 3=1,2 969 
THETAC3J=THETAC3J+0.02 970 
IFCTHETAC3J.GE.CMU*0.01JJ GO TO 550 971 
540 CONTINUE 972 
IFCK0DC1J.E0.2J CSAT2=CLCIU2J 973 
3=3-1 974 
550 IFCK0DC1J.E0.2J PRINT 490, CTHETACILJ ,SUC I + J.L-1 J -CUCI+IL-1J , 975 
1 CHUCI+IL-1J,IL=1,3J 976 
IFCKODC1J.EQ.0J PRINT 480, CTHETACIL J,SUCI+IL-1J,CHUCI + IL-1J. 977 
1 IL=1,,"JJ 978 
530 CONTINUE 979 
C 980 
IFCK0DC1J.EQ.2J GO TO 560 981 
READC8,20J CSAT 1,CUA1,CUA2,CUB1.CUB2 982 
READC8,20J CSAT2,CLA1,CLA2,CLB1,CLB2 983 
PRINT 570, 1,CSAT1,CUA1,CSAT1,CUA2,CUA1,CUA1,CUB1,CUB2,CUB1 984 
578 F0RMATC//32H CONDUCTIVITY FOR S0IL=I1,1H:/ 985 
117H KCPSIJ=F8.3,52H 986 
2 F0R!PSI!.LI:-:.FS.1,3H CM/ 987 
317H KCPSIJ=F8.3,6H*EXPC-F6.4,8H*C!PSI!-FS.1,27HJJ 988 
4 F0R!PSI!.GT.F5.1,14H.AND.!PSI!.LT.F5.1.3H CM/ 989 
517H KCPSI3=rS.2,5SH*C!P3I!3»*C-1.43 
6 F0R!PSI!.GE.F5.1,3H CM//3 
GO TO 560 




PR INT 580, 1.SUA 1,SUB 1,SUB 1,SUC,SUA2,SUB2,SUC,SUD,SUA3,SUB3,SUD 
PRINT 700, CSAT 1,CUA1,CUB 1,CUC,CSAT1,CUA2,CUB2,CUC.CUD,CUA3,CUB3-
1CUD 
S80 F0RMATC//39H HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS OF SOIL=I1,SH ARE s/ 
126H 13 SUCTION CCM3 = / 
218H PSI=EXPCF8.4,2H*CF7.4,3SH~THETA33 FOR 
3 THETA.LE.FS.4, 14H.AND.THETA.GE.FF».4/ 
418H PSI=EXPCF8.4,2H*CF7.4,38H--THETA33 FOR 
5 THETA.LT.F5.4,14H.AND.THETA.GE.FS.4/ 
618H PSI=EXPCF8.4,2H*CF7.4,38H-THETA33 FOR 
7 THETA.LT.FS.4//3 
700 F0RMATC3SH 23 CONDUCTIVITY:/ 
112H K=F8.4,6H*EXPC-F8.6,8H*C!PSI!-F6.3.2SH33 FOR 
2 !PSI! .LE.F6.1.3H CM/ 
312H K=F8.4,6H*EXPC-F8.6,8H*C!PSI!~F6.3,2SH33 FOR 
4 !PSI!.GT.F6.1.14H.AND.!PSI!.LT.F6.1,3H CM/ 
513H K=CFS.2, 1H+FS.3, 48H*LOG10C !PSI! 3*C!PSI! 3**C-1.43 
6 FOR.'PSI!„GE.F6.1.3H CM//3 
560 PRINT 450 
IFCKODC13.EO.13 GO TO 590 
THETAM3 = CL.L-23*0.81 
THETAC 23=THETAC13+0.01 
IFCKODC 13.EO.23 PRINT 460 
IFCKODC13.EO.03 PRINT 470 
C 
DO 600 I=1,IU2,2 
DO 610 3=1,2 
THETAC33=THETAC33+0.02 
IFCTHETAC33.GE.CML*0.0133 GO TO 620 
610 CONTINUE 
3=3-1 
620 IFCKODC13.EO.23 PRINT 490, CTHETACIL3,SLCI+IL-13,CLCI+IL-13, 
1 CHLCI+IL-13,IL=1,33 
IFCKODC13.EO.03 PRINT 480, CTHETACIL3,SLCI+IL-13,CHLCI+IL-13, 










IFCKODC13.EO.23 GO TO 630 
PRINT 570, 2,CSAT2,CLA1,CSAT2,CLA2,CLA1,CLA1,CLB1,CLB2,CLB1 
GO TO 630 
PRINT 580, 2, SLA1,SLB1,SLB1,SLC,SLA2,SLB2.SLC,SLD,8LA3,SLB3,SLD 





- SUBROUTINE UACO TO CALCULATE THE UATER CONTENTS AT NODAL 
- POINTS FROM SUCTION DATA. 
INTEGER P 
DIMENSION KODC73, SUf. 80 3, SLC 80 3, UC253.SC 25 3 
COMMON/CONDU/ CSAT 1,CSAT2,SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3,SUB 1,SUB2,SUB3,SUC,SUD, 
1SLA1,SLA2,SL.A3,SLB1,SLB2,SLB3,SLC,SLD,CUA1,CUA2,CUA3,CUB1,CUB2, 
2CUB3,CUC,CUD,CLA1,CLA2,CLA3,CLB1,CL82,CLB3,CLC,CLD,KOD,NNL,IU1, 
3IU2, L.6, SUCU, SUCL, LU, LL, MU, ML, F AC 



































































C — KODt 13111 1656 
1=0 1857 
C 1058 
20 1=1+1 10S9 
IFCI.GT.NNL3 GO TO 30 1060 
DC) 40 3=2, I U I 1061 
X=SU3 1062 
Y=1.0 1063 
IFtX.LT.SUt ' (3 .AND.X.GE.SUt33 3 Y=C3+LU-1+CSUC33-X3/C5UC3-13- 1064 
1 SUC3333/108.0 106S 
IFtX.GE.SUC133 Y=0.01*LU 1066 
I.FCX.LT.SUCIU13.AND.SUCIU1:).GT.0.0013 Y*SUCU-CSUCU-0„01* 1067 
1 CIU1+I_U-133/SUCIU13*X 1068 
IFCX.LT.SUCIU13.AND.SUCIU13.LE.0.0013 Y=SUCU 1069 
IFCABSCY-1.03.GE.1.E--63 UCI3=Y 1070 
IFCABSCY-1.03.GE.1.E-6:) GO TO 20 1071 
40 CONTINUE 1072 
C 1073 
C — LOUER LAYER 1074 
30 P=NNL-1 107S 
50 P=P + 1 1076 
IFCP.6T.NM3 GO TO 60 1077 
X=SCP3 1078 
Y=1.0 1079 
DO 70 3=2,IU2 1080 
IFtX.L.T.SLt13.AND.X.GE.SLt33 3 Y=r.3+LL-1 + CSLt33--X3/tSLC 3-1 3-SLC33 3 3 1081 
1/100.0 1082 
IFtX.GE.SLC133 Y=0.81*LL 1083 
IFCX.LT.SLCIU2 3.AND.SLCIU2 3.GT.0.0013 Y=SWCL-CSUCL-0.01*CIU2+LL-13 1084 
13/81 JIU2 3*X 1085 
IFCX.LT.SLCIU23.AND.SLCIU23.LE.0.0013 Y=SUCL 1086 
IFCABSfY-1.B3.GE.1.E-6 -AND. P.EQ.NNL.3 UCL=Y 1087 
IFtABStY-1.03.GE.1.E-6 .AND. P.GT.NNL3 Uf.P3 = Y 1088 
IFtABSfY-1.03.GE.1.E-.')) GO TO 50 1089 
70 CONTINUE 1090 
C 1091 
C KODC13=1 1092 
10 IFCL6.GT.13 GO TO 80 1093 
SUK1=EXPCSUA1*CSUB1-SUC3 3 1094 
SUM2=EXPCSUA2*CRUB2~SUD3 3 1095 
SLM1=EXPC SLA1*C SLB 1-SLC 3 3 1096 
SLM2=EXP tSLA2*C SLB2-SLD 3 3 1097 
80 3=0 1098 
90 3=3+1 1099 
IFC3.GT.NNL3 GO TO 100 1100 
X=SC33 1101 
IFCX.LT. 1.03 X=1.0 1102 
IFCX.LE.SUM13 Uf.33=SUB1-ALOGCX3/SUA1 1183 
IFCX.GT.SUM1.AND.X.I.E.SUM2 3 UC33=SUB2-ALOGCX3/SUA2 1104 
IFtX.GT.SUM23 Ut33=SUB3~ALOGtX3/SUA3 1105 
GO TO 90 1106 
100 P=NNL-1 1107 
110 P=P+1 1108 
IFCP.GT.NM3 GO TO 60 1109 
X=SCP3 1110 
IFCX.LT.1.03 X=1.0 1111 
IFCX.LE.SLM13 Y=SLB 1-ALOGCX3/SLA1 1112 
IFCX.GT.SLM1.AND.X.LE.SLM2 3 Y=SLB2-ALOGCX3/SLA2 1113 
IFCX.GT.SLM23 Y=SLB3-ALOGCX3/SLA3 1114 
IFCP.EO.NNL3 UCL=Y 1115 
IFCP.GT.NNL3 UCP3=Y 1116 
GO TO 110 • 1117 






















- SUBROUTINE BOCO TO COMPUTE THE INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE BOUNDARY 
- CONDITIONS AT ANY STAGE OF COMPUTATION. 
REAL. INFILT.INFILTA 
INTEGER P 




IFCP.GE.ID3 GO TO 10 
TA=T1-LC13-P+1 
EPA=EPCP3+CEPCP+13-EPCP3 3*TA 
INFILTA=INFILTCP3K. INFILTCP +1 3--INFILTCP 3 3*TA 
IFCKODC3 3.NE.i:i DRZA=DRZCP3+fDRZCP+l3-DRZCP3J*TA 
IFCKOOC3 3.E0.13 DRZA=DRZC13 
SGI. A=SGLCP3 
IFCKODC73 .NE. 03GO TO 5 
• DEPTH OF INTERTABLE AT TIME=T1. 
CFUT=DUTCP3+CDUTCP+13~DUTCP3 3*TA 
• NUMBER OF FIRST NODAL POINT ABOVE INTERTABLE. 
N1=CFUT/DX+0.49 
• DISTANCE BETWEEN NODAL POINT N1 AND INTERTABLE. 
SN 1N=CFUT-DX*CN1-0.5 3+0.001 
IFCABSCDUTCP3-DUTCP+133.LT.1 
IFCABSCDUTCP3--DUTCP + 13 3.GE.1 
IFCKODC63.EO.03 GO TO 20 
FLUXA=FLUXCP3 




INFILTA = INFILTCID3 




IFCKODC63.EQ.03 GO TO 20 
FLUXA=FLUXCID3 
GO TOC30,22,213,KODC73 + 1 
GIVSUC = GSUCC13 
GO TO 26 
IFCP .LT. 
E-6 3 CFUT=10.*DX 
E-6 3 CFUT=DX/ABSCDUTCP+13-DUTCP3 3 
ID3 GO TO 25 
GIVSUC = G3UCCID3 
GO TO 26 
GIVSUC=GSUCCP3 + CGSUCCP+13--GSUCCP33 * TA 
N1=N 
SN1N=.0001 
CFUT = 10. * DX 




- SUBROUTINE HEPR TO CALCULATE THE SUCTIONS FOR EACH NODAL POINT 
- UHEN INITIAL CONDITION IS GIVEN AS A VALUE OF UATER CONTENT. 
- CKODC53=03 
INTEGER P 
[) I MENS I ON U C 25 3 , S C 2.5 3 , SU C 80 3 , SL. C 80 3 , KOD C 7 3 
COMMON/CONDI.)/ CSAT 1, CSAT2, SUA 1, SUA2, SUA3, SUB 1, SUB2, SUB3, SUC, SUD, 
ISLA 1, SL.A2, SL A3, SI. B 1, SL.B2, SLB3, SLC, SL.D, CUA1, CUA2, CUA3, CUB 1, CUB2, 
2CUB3,CUC,CUD,CLA1,CLA2,CLA3,CLB1,CLI32,CLB3,CLC,CLD,K0D,NNL,IU1, 




































































SUBROUTINE BOCOCEP A, SGLA, FL.UXA , DRZA, SN 1N, CFDT, DX, N1, ID, L, KOD, T 1, 1-123 
1GÏV3UCGSUCN, INFILTA3 1124 
C --- SUBROUTINE BOOO TO COMPUTE TUE INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE BOUNDARY 1125 
C CONDITIONS AT ANY STAGE OF COMPUTATION. 1126 
REAL INFILT.INFILTA 1127 
INTEGER P 1128 
DIMENSION EPC3653,DUTC 3653,DRZC 3653,SGLC 36S3,FLUXC3653,LC103,KODC 7 1129 
13,G8UCC3653,INFILTC3653 1138 
COMMON/BONC/ DUT , SGI..., EP , DRZ, FLUX , INFILT 1131 
P=T1-LC13+1 1132 
IFCP.GE.ID3 GO TO 10 1133 
TA=T1-LC 13-P+1 1134 
EPA=EPCP 3 + CEPCP+13-EPCP33*TA 1135 
INFILTA=INFILTCP 3 + CINFILTCP + 13-INFILTCP 33*TA 1136 
IFCKODC33.NE.13 DRZA=DRZCP3 + (DRZCP+1 3-DRZCP33*TA 1137 
IFCKODf.3 3.EO.13 DRZA=DRZC13 1138 
SGLA=SGLCP3 1139 
IFCKODC7 3 .NE. 0 3GO TO S 1140 
C — - DEPTH OF UATERTABLE AT TIPIE=T1. 1141 
CFUT=DUTCP3 + CDUTCP + 13--DUTCP3 3*TA 1142 
C — - NUMBER OF FIRST NODAL POINT ABOVE UATERTABLE. 1143 
N1=CFUT/DX+0.49 1144 
C DISTANCE BETWEEN NODAL POINT N1 AND UATERTABLE. 1145 
SN1N=CFUT-DX*CN1-0.5 3+0.001 1146 
IFCABSCDUTCP3-DUTCP + 133.LT. 1.E--63 CFUT=10.*DX 1147 
IFCABSCDUTCP3-DUTCP+133.GE.1.E-63 CFUT=DX/ABSCDUTCP+13-DUTCP33 1148 
5 IFCKODC63.EQ.03 GO TO 20 1149 
FLUXA=FLUXf.P3 1158 
GO TO 28 1151 
10 EPA=EPCID3 1152 
DRZA=DRZCID3 1153 
SGLA=SGLCID3 1154 
INFILTA = INFILTCID3 1155 
IFCKODC73 .NE. 03 GO TO 15 1156 
N1=DUTCID3/DX+0.49 1157 
SN1N=DUTCID3-DX*CN1-0.S3+0.001 1158 
15 CFUTM.0 1159 
IFCKODC63.EO.03 00 TO 20 1160 
FLUXA=FLUXCID3 1161 
20 GO TOC30,22,213,KODC73 + 1 1162 
21 GIVSUC = GSUCC13 1163 
GO TO 26 1164 
22 IFCP .LT. ID3 GO TO 25 1165 
GIVSUC = GSUCCID3 1166 
GO TO 26 1167 
25 GIVSUC=GSUCCP3 + CGSUCCP + 13-GSUCCP33 * TA 1168 
26 N1=N 1169 
SN1N=.0001 1170 
CFUT = 18. * DX 1171 
IFCP .GE. ID3 CFUT = 1 . 1172 





SUBROUTINE HEPRCU,S,SU,SL,NM3 1178 
C SUBROUTINE HEPR TO CALCULATE THE SUCTIONS FOR EACH NODAL POINT 1179 
C WHEN INITIAL CONDITION IS GIVEN AS A VALUE' OF UATER CONTENT. 1180 
C CKODC53=03 1181 
INTEGER P 1182 
DIMENSION UC 25 3,SC 25 3,SUC 80 3,SLC 803,KODC 7 3 1183 
COMMON/CONDI)/ CSAT 1,CSAT2,SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3,SUB 1,SUB2,SUB3,SUC,SUD, 1184 
ISLA 1, SLA2, SL A3, SLB 1, 3I...B2, SLB3, SLC, SLD, CUA1, CUA2, CUA3, CUB 1, CUB2, 1185 
2CUB3,CUC,CUD,CLA1,CLA2,CLA3,CLB1,CLB2,CLB3,-CLC,CLD,KOD,NNL,IU1, 1186 












IFCI.GT.NNL3 GO TO 38 
DO 40 3=2,IU1 









IFCABSCY-1.03.GE.1.E-63 GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
- LOUER LAYER 
P=NNL-1 
P=P + 1 
iFtP.GT.NM3 GO TO 60 
X=StP3 
Y=1.0 
DO 70 3=2,IU2 
IFtX.LT.SLC13.AND.X.GE.SLC33 3 Y = C3+LL-1 + CSLC33--X3/CSLt3-13-SLt 33 3 3 
1/100.8 
IFCX.GE.8Lf 133 Y=0.01«LL 
IFtX.LT.SLtIU?3.AND.SLCIU2 3.GT.0.0813 Y=SUCL-tSUCL-0.01*CIU2+LL-13 
13/SL(IU2 3*X 
IFCX.LT.SLCIU23.AND.SLCIU23.LE.0.0013 Y=SUCL 
IFCABSCY-1.03.GE.1.E-6 .AND. P.EO.NNL3 UCL=Y 
IFCABStY~1.03.GE.1.E-6 .AND. P.GT.NNL3 Uf.P3=Y 
IFCABSCY-1.03.GE.1.E-.',) GO TO 50 
CONTINUE 
- KODC13M 
ÏFCL6.GT.13 GO TO 80 
SUM 1=EXP C SUA 1*C SUB1-SUC 3 3 












IFCX.LE.SUM 13 UC33=SUB1-ALOGCX3/SUA1 
IFCX.GT.SUM 1.AND.X.LE.SUM23 UC33=SUB2-ALOGCX3/SUA2 
IFCX.GT.SUM2 3 UC33=SUB3-ALOGCX3/SUA3 
GO TO 90 
P=NNL-1 
P=P + 1 






















































































IFCKODC 13.EQ.13 GO TO 10 
- KODC 13 Jt 1 
1 = 1 + 1 
IFCI.GT.NNL:> GO TO se 
- UPPER LAYER 
X=~1.0 
DO 46 P=2,IU1 




IFCABStX + 1.03 -GF. 1.E-63 SCI3=X 
IFCABSCX + 1.0 3 .GE. 1.E-6 3 GO TO 28 
CONTINUE 
- LOUER LAYER 
I=NNL 















IFtI.GT.NM3 GO TO 60 
X=-1.0 
DO 70 P=2,IU2 
IFCUCI3.LE.0.01*CLL+P-13 3 X=SLCP-13 + CSLCP3.-SLCP-133*t180.0*UC13 
1 -P-LL+2 3 
- IFCUCI3.LE.C0.01*LL33 X=SLC13 
IFCU(:I3.GE.SUCL3 X=8.001 
IFCABSCX + 1.03 .GE. 1.E-63 SCI3=X 
IFCABSCX + 1.03 .GE. 1.E-63 GO TO 58 
CONTINUE 
- KODC13=1 
DO 88 I=1.NNL 
IFCUtI3.GE.SUC3 StI3=EXPCSUA1*CSU81-UtI333 
IFCUCI3.LT.SUC.AND.UCI3.GE.SUD3 SCI3=EXPCSUA2*t SUB2-Ut1333 
IFCUCI3.LT.SUD3 SC 13=EXPCSUA3*CSUB3 -UC1333 
CONTINUE 
P=NNL+1 
DO 90 I=P»NN 
IFCUCI3.GE.SLC3 SC 13=EXPCSLA1*CSLB1-UC1333 





SUBROUTINE HEP ASC UCS,SU,ID 3 
- SUBROUTINE HEPAS TO CALCULATE THE SUCTIONS AT SOIL SURFACE UHEN 
- THE BOUNDARY CONDITION IS GIVEN AS A VALUE OF UATER CONTENT 
- CKODC63=03 
INTEGER P 
DIMENSION UCSt36S3,SUt80 3,KODt7 3 
COMMON/CONDU/ CSAT 1,CSAT2,SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3,SUB 1,SUB2,SUB3,SUC,SUD, 
ISLA 1,SLA2,SLA3,SLB1,SLB2,SLB3,SLC,SLD,CUA1,CUA2,CUA3,CUB 1.CUB2, 
2CUB3, CUC, CUD, CLA1, CLA2. CLA3, CLB1, CLB2, CLB3, CLC, CLD, KOD, NNL, IU1, 
3IU2,L6,SUCU,SUCL,LU,LL,MU,ML,FAC 
IFCKODC13.EQ. 13 GO TO 10 
c — 
28 
- KODC 13 « 1 
1=0 
1 = 1 + 1 
IFtI.GT.ID3 GO TO 
X=-1.0 
DO 40 P=2,IU1 
IFCWCSCI3.LE.0 
1 UCSCI3-P-LU+2 3 
30 
















































































SUC3 X=EXPC SUA1*C SUB 1- UCSC13 3 3 
SUC.AND.UCSC13.GE.SUD3 X=EXPCSUA2*CSUB2-UCSC13 3 3 


















KODC13 = 1 








SUBROUTINE DHCC 3 , CH1, X , CHU, CHL, SU, SL. 3 
- SUBROUTINE. DHC TO CALCULATE THE DIFFERENTIAL MOISTURE CAPACITIES 
- AT SUCTIONS PREVAILING IN THE NODAL POINTS. 
INTEGER P 
DIMENSION CHUC803,CHLC803,SUC803,SLC803,KODC7 3 
COMHON/CONDU/ CSAT 1,CSAT2,SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3.SUB 1,SUB2,SUB3,SUC,SUD, 
ISLA 1,SLA2,SLA3,SLB1,SL.B2.SLB3,SLC,SLD,CUA1,CUA2,CUA3,CUB 1,CUB2, 
2CUB3,CUC,CUD,CLA1,CLA2,CLA3,CLB1,CLB2,CLB3,CLC.CLD,KOD,NNL,IU1, 
3IU2, L6, SUCU, SUCL, LU, L.L. MU, ML , FAC 
IFCKODC13.EO.13 GO TO 10 
- KODC.13 « 1 
IFC';i.GT.NNL3 GO TO 20 
- UPPER LAYER 
CH1=0.0 
DO 30 P=1,IU1 
IFCX.GE.SUC 1 3 3 CH1=CHUC13 
IFCX.LE.SUCIU13 3 CH1=CHUCIU13 
IFCX.LT.SUC13.AND.X.GT.SUCP3 3 CH1=CHUCP3-CCHUCP3-CHUCP-13 3*C 
1 SUCP3-X3/CSUCP3-SUCP-133 
IFCABSCCH13.GE.1.E-123 GO TO 40 
CONTINUE 
IFC3-NNL3 5 0 , 6 0 , 2 0 
S I = 1 . 0 
GO TO 70 
S I=0 .0 
•• LOUER LAYER 
CH2=0.0 
DO 80 P=1, IU2 
IFCX.GE.SLC133 CH2=CHLC13 
IFCX.LE.SLCIU2 3 3 CH2=CHLCIU23 
IFCX.LT.SLC13.AND.X.GT.SLCP3 3 CH2=CHLCP3-CCHLCP3-CHLCP-133*C 
1 SLCP3-X3/C5LCP3-SLCP--13 3 
IFCABSCCII23.GE.1.E-123 GO TO 90 
CONTINUE 
CH1=0.S*CC2.0-SI3*CH2+SI*CH13 
GO TO S0 
- K O D C 1 3 = 0 
IFCL6.NE.13 GO TO 100 
SUM1=EXPCSUA1*CSUB1-SUC3 3 
SUM2=EXPC SUA2*C SUB2-SUD33 
3LM1=EXPCSLA1*CSLB1-SLC3 3 
SLM2=EXP C SLA2*C SLB2-SLD 3 3 
IFC3.GT.NNL3 GO TO 110 
IFCX.LT. 1.0 3 X=1.0 
IFCX.LE.SUM 13 CH 1 = -1.0/CSUA1*X3 
IFCX.GT.SUM 1.AND.X.LE.3UM23 CH1=-1.0/CSUA2*X3 















































































GO TO 138 
81=0.0 
IFCX.I T.1.03 X=1.0 
IFCX.LE.SLf lO CH2= 
IFCX.GT.SLM1.AND.X 















- SUBROUTINE CON TO CALCULATE THE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITIES FROM 
- SUCTION VALUES. THE CONDUCTIVITIES ARE COMPUTED FOR SUCTIONS 
- SACC0ND.A3 AND SBCC0ND.B3. THE VARIABLE 3 IS ONLY USED TO 
- CHECK IF THE POINTS ARE IN THE UPPER OR IN THE LOWER LAYER. 
INTEGER P 
DIMENSION CLC80 3,SLCB0 3,CUC80 3,SUC803.KODC7 3 
COMMON/CONDU/ CSAT 1,CSAT2.SUA 1,SUA2,SUA3,SUB 1,SUB2.SUB3,SUC,SUD, 




IFC3.GT.NNL:) GO TO 10 
SS=SB 
IFCKODC13.NE.03 GO TO 20 
IFCSS.LE.CUA 13 A1=FAC*CSAT1 
IFCSS.GT.CUA1.AND.SS.Lf.CUB 13 A1=FAC*CSAT1*EXPC-CUA2*CSS-CUA13 3 
IFCSS.GE.CUB13 A1=FAC*CUB2»CSS**C-1.4 3 3 
IFCLK.EQ.13 B=A1 
IFCLK.EO.03 A=A1 
IFCLK.riQ.83 GO TO 40 
LK=0 
IFC3.GE.NNL3 GO TO 18 
SS=SA 
GO TO 30 
IFCKODC13.NE.83 GO TO 20 
SS=SA 
IFCSS.LE.CLA13 B1=FAC*CSAT2 
IFCSS.GT.CLA1.AND.SS.LT.CLB13 B 1=FAC*CSAT2*EXPC-CLA2«CSS-CLA13 3 
IFCSS.GE.CLB13 B 1=FAC*CLB2*CSS**C--1.433 
IFCLK.NE.23 A=B 1 
IFCLK.EO.03 GO TO 40 
IFCLK.EQ.13 SS=SB 
ÏFCLK.EQ.23 B=B1 
IFtLK.EO.2 3 GO TO 40 
t..K=2 
GO TO 50 
IFCKODC13.NE.23 GO TO 60 
IFC3.GT.NNL3 GO TO 70 
SS=SB 
A1=0.0 
DO 80 P=1,IU1 
IFCSS.GE.SUCP3.AND.SS.I.T.SUC 133 A1=FAC*CCUCP-
1 3 3*CSUCP-13~SS3/CSUCP-13-SUCP33 3 
IFCSUC13.LE.SS3 A1=FAC*CUC13 
IFf.SUCIW13.GE.SS3 A1=FAC«CUCIU13 



































































































IFC3.GE.NNL3 GO TO 70 
SS=SA 
GO TO 90 
SS=SA 
B1=0.0 
DO 100 P=1,IU2 
IFCSS.GE.SLCP3.AND.SS.LT.SLC133 B 1=FAC*CCLCP-13+CCLCP3-CLCP-1 
3 3*C8L.CP-13~SS3/CSL.tP-13-SLCP3 33 
IFCSS.GE.SLf 133 B1=FAC*CLC13 
IFCSS.LE.SLCIU2 3 3 B1=FAC*CLCIU23 
IFCABSCFM3.GE.1.E--123 GO TO 150 
Ol 
:LK  3 
  40 
XK.EQ
:L.K.E0.  3 =
Q  3 GO 40 
LK=2 
B 1=0.0 
GO TO 110 
IFC3.GT.NNL3 GO TO 120 
SS=SB 
IFC SS.LE. CUC 3 A 1=FAC*CSAT 1*ËXPC -CUA 1»CSS-CUE) 13 3 
IFCSS.GT.CUC.AND.SS.LT.CUD3 A1=FAC*CSAT1*EXPC-CUA2*CSS-CUB23 3 
IFCSS.LT.1.03 SS=1.0 
IFCSS.GE.CUD3 A1=FAC*CCUA3*CUB3*ALOG10CSS33*CSS«*C-1.4 33 
IFCLK.EQ.13 B=A1 
IFCLK.EO.03 A=A1 
IFC L.K.EO.0 3 GO TO 40 
I...K=0 
IFC3.GE.NNL3 GO TO 120 
SS=SA 










LE.CLC3 B 1=FAC*CSAT2*EXP C -CLA1*CSS-CLB13 3 
GT.CLC.AND.SS.LT.CLD3 B 1=FAC*CSAT2*EXPC~CLA2*CSS-CLB23 3 
LT. 1.03 13S=1.0 
GE.CLD3 B 1=FAC*C CLA3+CLB3*AL0G-10CSS33*CSS**C-1.433 
NE.23 A=B1 
40 GO TO 
SS=SB 
B=B1 







GO TO 160 
RETURN 
END 
SUB ROUT INE RERC.3, A, B , SA, SB , NNL 3 
SUBROUTINE RER TO CALCULATE THE ROOT EXTRACTION RATES AT EACH 
NODAL POINT. 
INTEGER PRZ 











IFCLK.EQ.0.3 GO TO 40 
LK=0 





































GO TO 50 
A=0.0 
B=0.0 
RETURN 
END 
.23 
.23 
B=B1 
GO TO 
SS=SA 
A=B1 
GO TO 
40 
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